One world, one lingua fratica: English
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By H.D.S. Greenway
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with an Indonesian client in a Bang
kok

BOSTON GLOBE

rince Philip. the duke of Edin-

burgh, came to New York the

ing Union.

The duke recalled an incident flying
into Algeria. He spoke to the air traffic
, controller in English. Later he
met the

ny, where more than 90 percent
of the
participants '*ele German, yet ail
the
mee

In New Guinea, where there are mor
e
than a hundred languates, the offic
al language is Pidgin ; a /ingua franca deriv
ed

Americans are unlikely to be fluen
any foreign langauge, one of the t in
great
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"No." said the air controller. 1
know unlh the *#ords fur air tral'fic
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language of. air traffic. Controllers and
pilots, no matter whal their mother
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Engl~sh is Ihe offlcial international
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English io recei,e takeffl'atid landing
Instritelions
The language of Shakespeare, once
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spoken only in the southern part
rain\ island off the European littoral.
has taken over as the world's internaiional language - not only of pilots,
but of businessmen. doctors. scientists
and just about anhone who needs to

communicate with someone in anoth-

er part of the world.
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defects in American education .
but also
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control,...

tongue. must learn at least enough

tings were in English.
-This is partly because they know
that

e.

duke said.
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-English-speaking country,- says Da.
vid Baltimore. a molecular biologist
and
Nobel laureate.
He remembers a conference in Germa-

"Without English they wauldn't knon
how to talk to each other." sa>s Sun
il
Sethi. an Indian journalist. "Ifs
the
bridg

traffic controller and they spoke in

, French.
»Bul surely you can speak English." the
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held in English even when mos

the participants may be from a singt of
le.
non

glish because no Indian language group
would agree to let any other become the
official language of the country.

for the venerable English Speak-
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rosed lo the early years after World
War
11. are

government business is carried on in En-

other day 20 attend a banquet
11

international conferences now, as op-

restaurant, their conversation, and the
menu. will be in English.
India has nine official languages. but

because they are all so comfortable

talking about science in English."
England may be in eclipse and
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it is 100 late for Japancfc or any othe
r
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language to take over from English
as
/ingua franca to the world. As the
language of high tech, computers,

communications and The accelerating
spread of information. English is rhe
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United States in relative decline. but
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sine qua non for students in ever
y
country around the #orld who wan
t
to

compete m the 2151 century.

Nowhere is that more evident than

in the communist countries of indochina.
Twenty years ago. if you didn't
speak Lao. Cambodian or Vietnamesc. you had to know French to
get

According to the English Speaking
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Union. 40 percent of the world's population now speaks English. either as a JWL
~ along in these former French
colonies.
.*its: ,
first or second language.
Today, the overwhelming favorite
ART/BARBARA CUMMINGS.1
The percentage of English speakers from
foreign language of the young
English.
among educated people is even higher.
glish. In Phnom Penh ihere are is EnThe famous Bible story translated into
private
Lingua fitanca. or common language.
tuzoring schools springing up in back
Pidgin. for example, would read: "King
translates literally as "Frankish language" Herod
streets advertising "English Book
he kilim. makim dai. all pikinini
Number One" or "Streamline English,
- the language by which the people of bolong Bethle
hem."
the Mediterranean cou!d talk to each othIt was the spread of the British Empire
"It is sad for the French
er in the Middle Ages.
that brought English to the four corners language, and their languagewho love their
is so beautiAs late as the 19th century, French was of the world. But it
was the United
ful" a Vietnamese recently told me,
still considered the language of diploma- States
. as it emerged after World War 1 1.
-'They send delegations to Hanoi to
cy and culture.
that crowned English as the language
of keep us in the Francophone world
Today, when a European parhamentar- technology
, but
and science.
the young people all want to learn Enian from italy wants lo chat up his GetScientisK, who might have learned glhh
.
man counterpart in a Strashourg cafe.
the German 50 years ago. today haie to read and We want to be a modern country
language. likely as not. will be English.
catch up with technology. Without
English to be able to keep up with dere
lEnglish you cannot even read the manu.
When a Japanese businessman
sits
opments.
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